The authors explore the influence of the Swiss theologian, Orientalist, and Christian Hebraist, Johann Heinrich Hottinger, who preceded Shabbetai Bass in developing and implementing a classified HebraicaJudaica bibliography. His ideas and theories have heretofore not been closely examined by Judaica bibliographers or researchers of Jewish intellectual history. Hottinger's innovation was his degree of abstraction: that of analyzing a collection according to its contents. A study of his theories and classification systems can stimulate and encourage a renewed look at early practices and offer insights that can be relevant to current research. Unless otherwise noted, translations from the original Latin, Hebrew, and other languages are the authors' .
INTRODUCTION
Early booklists found in the Cairo Genizah and also some medieval European codices attest to the existence of a basic subject nomenclature of Bible, Mishnah and Talmud, Theology, Halakhah, and Liturgy. 1 However, these early booklists are simple inventories, neither rigorously analyzed nor arranged into sets.
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1 Cf. models of topical groupings developed in Christian monastic scriptoria, conventionally referred to as theological, which broadly arrange collections into Bible and Commentaries, Patristics, Canonic Law, Liturgy, and Philosophy. For a larger over view of the history of bibliographical classification, see: Blum (1980) , Samurin (1967) , Serrai (1977 Serrai ( , 1991 , Zedelmaier (1992) . For the history of Judaica classification, see: Steinschneider (1852 Steinschneider ( -1860 ; the following articles from the Jewish Encyclopedia (1901) (1902) (1903) (1904) (1905) (1906) : "Bibliography," by Ginzberg and Jacobs; "Category," Kohler and Broydé; "Catalogues of Hebrew books," by Jacobs and Broydé; "Libraries," by Gottheil. See also Serrai (1991) , p. 373-380. None of Menasseh's groupings attempt to reflect or assess the corpus of Hebrew literature; instead, they propose a brief organization of core literature used by him. In an article entitled "The Classification of Jewish literature in the New York Public Library," Joshua Bloch notes that Shabbetai Bass (1641 Bass ( -1718 was "really the first to essay the difficult task of creating a classification of all Jewish literature, as far as he knew it" (1929, p. lii) . 2 Bass's catalog, entitled Ś ifte yeshenim (1680), 3 lists over 2,200 Hebrew titles and organizes them not only alphabetically by title and/or author, but also according to specific classification schemes. 4 The K . ohelet Dav . id, (Metz, 1826) compiled by Isaac Metz (fl. 1826-1836) was the first catalog of Hebrew literature to apply a classified organizational scheme to a particular collection-in this case that of David ben Abraham Oppenheim (1664-1736). The collection, already evaluated by Johann Christoph Wolf and Moses Mendelssohn, was sold to the Bodleian Library in 1829. The earlier catalogs of Giuseppe Simone Assemani, for the Vatican libraries (1719-1728; 1756-1759) ; Antonio Maria Biscioni, for the Laurenziana in Florence (1757); and Giovanni Bernardo de Rossi, for his collection in Parma (1803-1804), are not organized by class. These catalogs are based on shelflists, and grouped by language. Each contains alphabetical indexes. In the Latin introduction to K . ohelet Dav . id, Cornelius Müller (1793 -1879 acknowledges the earlier bibliographical work on the collection by Johann Christoph Wolf (pp. xii-xiii). The second volume of Wolf's Bibliotheca hebraea (1715 -1733 contains a subject index that follows Bass's scheme. Wolf acknowledges here the contributions and model of "R. Shabtai Bibliotheca Rabbinica," as he refers to Ś ifte yeshenim (vol. 2, p. 9) .
In the last section of the Ś ifte yeshenim (fols. 107a-107b), Bass included a listing of over 150 books on Jewish and Hebrew studies that are not in Hebrew. These are written primarily by Christian Hebraists, and he calls this section the Sha'ar ha-h . itsoni ("gateway to the outside"). Here Bass lists the earlier Hebraica bibliographies: Johann Buxtorf the Elder's Bibliotheca rabbinica nova, printed with De abbreviaturis Hebraicis (1613); the above-mentioned Conciliador; Jean de Plantavit de La Pause's Florilegium rabbinicum (1644); volume 1 of Giulio Bartolocci's Bibliotheca magna rabbinica (1675); and finally, Johann Heinrich Hottinger's Promtuarium, sive Bibliotheca Orientalia (1658). 5 Of this last work, Bass comments, "And here he records a great many books, placed in order according to subject" (fol. 107a).
It is at this juncture that we can begin examining the link between the pioneering bibliographical work of Shabbetai Bass, and the larger world of bibliographical theory and practice. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, methodologies on the science of bibliography were first published. Their authors believed that the classification of literature coincides with the classification of human knowledge. For practical purposes, certain principles of arrangement of books needed to be established. Most commonly, books may be organized physically or bibliographically by the alphabetical order of authors and titles; chronologically by date of publication; according to subjects in a hierarchical, logical, or alphabetical arrangement; or by some combination of these methods. In a classified catalog the books are arranged according to a pre-determined order of subject analysis, based on their contents.
In Ś ifte yeshenim, Bass reviewed those systems of Jewish authors that he found most influential and useful. 6 However, while the study of categorical logic was widespread among the Jews, before Bass no Jewish author had undertaken a development of unions between theories of knowledge and bibliographical 
JOHANN HEINRICH HOTTINGER (1620-1667)
The Swiss reformer, humanist, theologian, historian, philologist, and bibliographer Johann Heinrich Hottinger was born in Zurich in 1620 (BBKL) . Fritz Büsser, Professor of Church History and Director of the Institute of Reformation Studies at the University of Zurich in Switzerland, has recently described Hottinger as "the greatest Swiss scholar of the seventeenth century" (1997, p. 262) . Professor of Ecclesiastical History and Oriental Studies in both Zurich and Heidel berg, he directed much of his energies toward the study of Hebrew and cognate lan-guages, and was one of the founders of the new disciplines of comparative linguistics and Semitics. Among Hottinger's innovative contributions was the first publication of the Samaritan Bible (1644a), the first comparative grammar and lexicon of the Semitic languages (1661), extensive studies on Hebrew and Jewish epigraphy, and numismatics (1659), and extensive histories of the Near East and of the Reformation (1651, 1660). Hottinger's voluminous collection of correspondence, the Thesaurus Hottingerianus, housed at the Zentral bibliothek Zurich (ZBZ Ms F 36-87), fills 52 volumes. The collection comprises approximately 18,000 documents, covering about 70,000 pages (available from IDC on 1,229 microfiches). It contains Hottinger's correspondence of the Zürich Reformers (including Zwingli, Bullinger, Pellican, Bibliander, Gwanther, Lavater, Simler, Vermigli, and Gesner), as well as the letters sent to him during his six years in Heidel berg. His contacts extended to many of the leading Swiss Reformers of his time, including Johannes Buxtorf the Younger (Burnett 1995, p. 145). 11 Prior bibliographical attention to Hottinger has been paid by Mendel Slatkine in his Reshit bik . ure ha-bibliyografiyah ba-sifrut ha-'Ivrit (1957, p. 31) , which lists the Promtuarium's eleven classes (see below), and by Shimeon Brisman, whose History and Guide to Judaic Bibliography also mentions the work, albeit briefly, in the context of historical bibliography (1972, p. 6) .
In contrast with the bio-bibliographical organizations of Buxtorf and de la Pause, Hottinger's Promtuarium was the first bibliography to delineate autonomous classification prospectuses for Hebrew, Arabic, Syriac, Samaritan, Coptic, and Ethiopic literatures respectively. An article by Alfredo Serrai, on the Bibliothecarius Quadripartitus, begins: "In the seventeenth century, the most acute theoretician of bibliographical phenomena is found in Johann Heinrich Hottinger, better known in his role of Orientalist and theologian. If the title of 'most important bibliographer of the sixteenth century' belongs to Konrad Gesner, then that for the seventeenth deserves to go to Hottinger" (1992, p. 13 ). The Bibliothecarius Quadripartitus was Hottinger's magnum opus, in which he elaborates and discusses methodologies in library classification. However, much of the basis of this work, in which library realia are dealt with sui generis, were encountered by Hottinger in a number of his earlier studies, not least of which is the Promtuarium.
What was the influence of Johann Heinrich Hottinger on Hebrew bibliography? On the whole, it seems to have been eclipsed. In the introduction to his Catalogus librorum Hebraeorum in Biblotheca Bodleiana (1852-1860), Moritz Steinschneider traces the history of Hebraica classification back through the aforementioned Metz, to Wolf, and then (finally) to Bass. In volume 2 of his catalog, Steinschneider lists the works by Hottinger in the Bodleian Library, including the Promtuarium (item no. 3, under Hottinger), but never does he make or recognize a connection between the systematic classification of Hebrew litera-ture and this work. Steinschneider's silence is enigmatic; perhaps Wolf's assessment (and dismissal) of Hottinger's bibliographical work, at the very beginning of the Bibliotheca Hebraica, played an all too indelible role: ". . . the Promptuarium sive Bibliotheca Orientalia, chapter 1, p. 1-58, is dedicated to Hebrew literature, which it distributes into eleven classes according to different subjects, [but] fails to provide imprint or format information regarding the editions cited" (Wolf, 1715 (Wolf, -1733 .
What were Hottinger's sources? 12 In the introduction to chapter 2 of the Promtuarium (De bibliotheca Arabica) Hottinger traces the history of classical bibliography to Gesner, and that of Hebrew bibliography specifically to Buxtorf. He further specifies that his bibliographical sources for Hebrew literature are Buxtorf, Antonio Legero, and Menasseh ben Israel (1658, p. 58-59) . 13 Hottinger is referring to Buxtorf's Bibliotheca Rabbinica nova, (published with his De abbreviaturis Hebraicis Basel 1613; second edition, Basel 1640). Manuscript materials are also cited, although Hottinger does not always specify the collection.
THE CLASSES
A summary of Hottinger's classes follows. 14 (A complete list of his classes and subclasses is found in the Appendix.)
Classis I. Theologia Biblica [Biblical studies].
Class One lists commentaries proceeding through the order of the Jewish biblical canon. Notable is the absence of explanation of the Jewish canon itself. The Promtuarium, as the title itself suggests, is intended as a handbook. Hottinger presupposes the reader's knowledge of earlier bibliographical works. This is followed by a typology of commentaries on the Pentateuch: Midrashim (allegoric and historic commentaries); Cabalistic; 15 Philosophic; and finally, on treatises, which is then subdivided into nine subtypes.
Hottinger continues with the rest of the Hebrew Bible. The H . amesh megilot [Five Scrolls] are placed prior to Prophets, following conventions found as well in contemporary Hebrew printing, where they are accorded a place of "privilege" due to Jewish ritual. While the list may not be complete (no specific commentaries given for Ezra, Nehemiah, Chronicles), 16 74 works are listed in this section. Notable also is the position of Daniel, classed as a work separate from both Prophets and Hagiographa.
Classis II. De Scriptis et Scriptoribus Talmudicis
[On Talmudic writings and authors].
Class Two. 17 Hottinger commences this section by stating: "This is the other word of God ("verba Dei"), which the Jews hold as their unwritten tradition," i.e., shebe-'al peh. These are separated into thirteen subclasses, 18 e.g., Talmudic confessions, listings of aggadot, and indexes of biblical citations in the Talmud (see "Class Two" in the Appendix).
Classis III. Theologia Didactica [Dogmatic teachings].
Class Three like the previous class, is also divided into thirteen subclasses. In addition to these subclasses, Hottinger reviews the four Maimonidean categories of knowledge, known as "'Avodat ha-k . The final subclass, "Those from within, against other rabbis," refers specifically to the Maimonidean controversy. 21 The discussion ends with a paragraph on the Karaite schism and an over view of Karaite and Rabbanite literature covering the history of the schism, and includes a brief citation of the 1547 "Constantinople Polyglot Pentateuch." 22
Classis V. Theologia Leiturgica [Liturgical works].
Class Five covers three subclasses. The first cites K . erovets, published in Prague in 1629; a Judeo-German Mah . azor as an example of the entire liturgical cycle. 23 The second subclass (Prayers, hymns) covers the hymn Keter malkhut, the Mah . azor proper (Venice edition, probably Mah . azor: ke-minhag k . .k . . Ashkenazim, printed in 1599 by Bragadin), Selih . ot, Siddur, and the prayer-books for the Three Festivals ("Ut diximus selih . ot ve-mah . azor"). He then mentions the chief local rites (notably omitting the Byzantine/Romaniote) of the Mah . azor, and continues with zemirot ("Elegant chants for the Sabbath, sung in Germanic prosodies . . ."), and the Sefer Abudarham. The final third subclass, which Hottinger refers to as Minhagim, covers the Hagadah Pesah . , ("Ritualia paschatis," e.g., Venice, 1609, Judeo-German edition), and, another work simply referred to as the Seder Yom (1599) Class Nine barely occupies three pages, in contrast to the five dedicated to Cabala. Its location in the hierarchy, separate from that on the Talmud (class two), seems less unusual when compared with Menasseh ben Israel's Catalogus (in his Conciliator), where the "Discursos legales" are placed as the last class in the hierarchy, in contrast with the class covering Talmud, Targum, Midrash, and Yalk . ut . , which he places first. 29 The class is separated in two sections. The first consists of expositions on the 613 mitsvot; the second, on various legal treatises, lists 45 titles of legal codes, including the Arba'ah turim, the Agur by Jacob ben Judah Landau (5th cent), the Rokeah . , the Bet Yosef, the Kol bo (attributed by Hottinger to "R. Iehudae Barsellonij"), 30 the Shulh . an 'arukh, Sefer Mordekhai, Pisk . e ha-Rosh, and others.
Classis X. Medicina [Medicine].
Class Ten is not organized hierarchically. (Gottheil and Broydé, 1901-1906) 27 Hottinger writes that this work appears in a manuscript but does not specify the collection. 28 In Hottinger, "Author Nathan Spira, Hierosolymitanus" (italics are Hottinger's). The work was first printed in Venice, 1655. 29 Hottinger comments here (p. 36) that he had already noted the lack of a systematic legal classification in Jewish intellectual tradition in his Historia Ecclesiastica (1651-1657): "Juris hebraici pandectas agnoscunt quidem judaei Talmud babylonicum, vide Hist. Eccles. Sec. 5 p. 272." 30 Hottinger is referring to Judah ben Barzillai, al-Bargeloni (b. 1070), author of Sefer ha-'itim. 31 A fragment of this is extant in the Bodleian (Neubauer no. 2142, 39) (Gottheil, Kahn, and Broydé, 1901-1906 35 In the second paragraph, Hottinger relates how he received from a certain cleric in Augsburg named Hopfer a gift of two codices through "D. Antonium Wöllwein, Augustanum," (Augsburg), purchased from the library of Daniel Schwenter. 36 
Classis XI. Philosophia [Philosophy].
Class Eleven, of which Hottinger states (pp. 40-41): "We descend to below the lowest level, Philosophy, to be sure, the arts, disciplines, knowledge, and relics of philology, which are likened to what is denoted as philosophy, on which many have written." This is the longest section of classes, nearly 18 pages in all. Furthermore, it contains the most complex hierarchy. 37 In addition to the general sources cited above, Hottinger makes frequent use of the Shalshelet ha-k . abalah (1587) by Gedaliah ben Joseph ibn Yah . ya (1515 Yah . ya ( -1587 , while also including contemporary works by such authors as Leone Modena and Joseph Solomon Delmedigo.
CONCLUSION
Both Hottinger's Promtuarium and Bass's Ś ifte yeshenim deserve our attention. Their importance today is not bibliographical per se, but as moments in intellectual history. Hottinger's innovation was his degree of abstraction: his ability to analyze a collection according to its contents, whether the set be real or abstracted, discrete or infinite. It is reasonable to presume that Bass knew Gesner's and Fries's major bibliographical works. However, Bass mentions only Hottinger's Promtuarium, providing us with a definite link between his and Hottinger's methods of elaborating bibliographical subject schemes, and thereby introducing formal classification into the Hebrew-language world. In the context of experimental science, Hottinger uses the libraries of "Oriental" languages as his control sets of data and, through a happy set of circumstances, provides us with more tangible relations between Jewish thought, Christian Hebraism, historical epistemology, and the Swiss school of classification and bibliography.
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Joh. Henrici Hottingeri, S. TH. D. Promtuarium: sive, Bibliotheca orientalis (Heidelberg, 1658) , pages 12-13. 
